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Introduction
It is important to know when pure solids and liquids must be excluded from the reaction quotient in
chemical thermodynamics, and when solids or gases must be treated as solutes in a reaction. This brief
tutorial summarizes the relevant rules – specifically for users of our free online chemistry simulation
app, ChemReaX, and more generally for those doing hand calculations.

Brief Theory
When a chemical reaction is at equilibrium, the standard free-energy change is given by: ∆rGo(T) = -R * T
* ln Qeq = -R * T * ln K. The equilibrium constant K is independent of the initial compositions of the
reactants and products, and depends only on thermodynamic quantities that are constant in the
reaction at the given temperature. K represents the equilibrium reaction quotient Qeq expressed in
terms of partial pressures or concentrations depending on whether the reaction involves gases or occurs
in solution.
For a generic reaction aA + bB <--> cC + dD, K can be written as the proper quotient of partial pressures
or molar concentrations (under assumptions of ideal gases and dilute aqueous solutions):
K = Kp = Qeq = (pc(C) * pd(D))/(pa(A) * pb(B))
K = Kc = Qeq = ([C]c * [D]d)/([A]a * [B]b)
The concentrations (more formally, the activities) of pure solids and liquids (including solvents) are
excluded from the reaction quotient because they are constant at constant temperature and usually
very large compared to the concentrations of gases and solutions. There are exceptions, such as when a
pure solid is used as a solute in a solution and a pure liquid is a product of a reaction in small quantities.
o

The reaction free-energy change at temperature T is: ∆rG(T) = ∆rG (T) + R * T * ln Q, where R is the gas constant, T
is the temperature and Q is the reaction quotient. The reaction free-energy change includes the free-energy

change of each reactant/product. Rewriting the reaction free-energy change as ∆rG(T) = R * T * ln
Q/Qeq = R * T * ln Q/K, it is easy to see that any reactant or product which is at constant partial pressure
or concentration throughout a reaction (at the given temperature) will have no impact on the reaction
free-energy change. The partial pressure or concentration of that reactant/product will simply cancel
out in the ratio Q/Qeq and can therefore be omitted from Q and K.
Based on the above, two assumptions are needed to simulate reactions in a simulation tool such as
ChemReaX: (1) Pure solids and liquids that are excluded from the reaction quotient are not limiting
reactants and have no impact on the reaction progress. (2) The reaction has at least one gas or solution
species (including solids, liquids or gases acting as solutes and not excluded from the reaction quotient),
which drive(s) the reaction towards equilibrium.

ChemReaX Dashboard
When reactions are specified in the ChemReaX dashboard, pure solids and liquids can be excluded from
the reaction quotient by marking them in the checkboxes as shown in the example below (Hg and HgO
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are excluded in this case). The concentrations of the excluded species will not show up in the final
simulated results.
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Rules and Examples
We will use several examples to illustrate when pure solids and liquids must be excluded from the
reaction quotient, and when solids or gases must be interpreted as solutes and included in the reaction
quotient. The excluded species in the examples below are in red font, and the explicitly included pure
solids/liquids are in green. Note that all the included reactant and product species must be interpreted in
the same units (such as moles/L or bars) for consistency during simulation.
Rules
Exclude pure solids and liquids from the reaction
quotient if there is at least one gas species in the
reaction to drive the reaction thermodynamically and
no aqueous species (gas species are in units of bars);
always exclude any solid product that is precipitated
from a solution
Include pure solid reactants as solutes (in units of
moles/L) in the reaction quotient if it is a
dissociation/ionization reaction in an aqueous solution,
as indicated by aqueous reactant/product species
Include pure liquid reactants (in units of moles/L) if it is
a dissociation/ionization reaction in an aqueous
solution, as indicated by aqueous product species
Exclude pure liquid reactants if there are no aqueous
product species, such as in evaporation or
decomposition reactions
Gas reactants as solutes are stated in units of moles/L if
it is a dissociation/ionization reaction in an aqueous
solution, as indicated by aqueous product species (note
that the pure liquid H2O in the second example is
excluded for unit consistency)
Gas species are stated in the default units of bars if
there are no aqueous product species

Examples
 C(s) + CO2(g) ⇌ 2CO(g)
 2HgO(s) ⇌ 2Hg(l) + O2(g)
 PbO(s) + CO(g) ⇌ Pb(s) + CO2(g)
 3Mg(s) + 2AlCl3(aq) ⇌ 2Al(s) + 3MgCl2(aq)




NaOH(s) ⇌ Na+(aq) + OH-(aq)
NH4Cl(s) ⇌ NH4+(aq) + Cl-(aq)
3Mg(s) + 2AlCl3(aq) ⇌ 2Al(s) + 3MgCl2(aq)




H2SO4(l) ⇌ H+(aq) + HSO4-(aq)
H2O(l) ⇌ H+(aq) + OH-(aq)







Br2(l) ⇌ Br2(g)
H2O(l) ⇌ H2O(g)
2H2O(l) ⇌ 2H2(g) + O2(g)
HCl(g) ⇌ H+(aq) + Cl-(aq)
0.5N2(g) + 1.25O2(g) + 0.5H2O(l) ⇌ H+(aq)
+ NO3-(aq)



2CO2(g) ⇌ 2CO(g) + O2(g)
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